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Jazz Club -76 Autumn Opening: Otherworld Ensemble worthy of its name
The music city of Joensuu again had to make a difficult choice between concerts. At the same time, music was played
in Carelia Hall and in Kerubi, and in both performances by rare visitors. At the Joensuu Music Festival concert, you
could hear Klaus Mäkelä conductor Tapiola Sinfonietta (with Janne Mertanen as soloist), while Jazz Club -76 Fall
season was launched by the exceptional Otherworld Ensemble led by Rent Romus and Heikki “Mike” Koskinen,
who reside on US West Coast.

Otherworld Ensemble was indeed a group or concept worthy of its name. The joint product by Romus, a
third generation Finnish-American and Koskinen, who has resided in the US since 1970’s, took the listener
on a unique and memorable journey into the ancient Kalevala landscapes….. The journey to Manala turned
out to be not any random knocking on the gates of Tuonela (Underworld), but more of a journey into the
depths of the mind, somewhere very deep at the bottom of the soul, and down to the quintessential roots.
The goal of this concert was perhaps a shamanistic experience and one could also feel it. In addition, basing the
performance on stories and legends had a precise purpose, and professor emeritus Heikki Laitinen was undoubtedly
the right person to deliver it. Reciting the lyrics and singing, and a bit of everything in between, needed a strong and
vibrant performer, which Laitinen then offered, for example, when interpreting the work of Väinämöinen and Antero
Vipunen.
The music itself had a vision and power. At its finest there was even something reminiscent of the magic of Charles
Mingus, while at its wildest it approached Albert Ayler's fire & fury, and then sometimes featured three kanteles, or the
gentle calls of Koskinen's tenor recorder.
Ordinary conventions were also absent in the solos, and Koskinen, for example on his e-trumpet, performed not only
beautiful but also very original improvisations.
Otherworld Ensemble's excellent music group was complemented by saxophone player Mikko Innanen and Eero
Tikkanen on double bass.

